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Welcome
to our
first
edition!

A Week in Yuendumu
with Purple House

Yara Palya Tjuta means
“Good Stories” in Luritja.
This bi-annual newsletter will
be a place for Purple House
volunteers to share their good
stories and experiences to create
a platform for volunteers to
remain connected to
the organisation.

Volunteer Mel’s experience of volunteering in Yuendumu for a special
volunteer project included gardening, a mural and some kangaroo
tails. But most importantly, lots of time with patients and family.
I was lucky enough to volunteer two days a
week at Purple House in February & March
of this year.
I started around the time the Australian
Story episode on the Dialysis truck had
aired so there was a lot of excited energy
with the influx of individuals wanting to
get involved in volunteering.
I’d settled into my routine of turning up to
Flynn Drive every Monday and Tuesday,
jumping into any job, task or space that
was active on the day. Painting feature
walls, archiving media articles on Purple
House spanning the last 20 years.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
Volunteers have long been
an integral part of the Purple
House story – with people and
organisations offering their time,
skills, knowledge and service for
over a decade.
From building dialysis units in remote
communities, to making cups of tea in the
house, the impact that volunteers have
on the patients, their families and the
organisation is invaluable. Volunteers are
Malpas – friends, companions & helpers –
who can be an extra set of eyes, ears and
hands to walk on this journey with both
patients and workers.
When people ask, ‘what do volunteers do
at the Purple House?’, the answer is never
simple, nor the same, for each volunteer
brings something unique to the table –
often referred to as their ‘superpower’.
We have had talented musicians, artists
and gardeners share their talents through
song, murals and veggie gardens, and
doctors and nurses bring their care and
expertise to the table. But volunteering
goes beyond practical skills and expertise
and centres around Kuunyi – compassion.
As the organisation grows, so too does the
volunteer program. In the last year alone,
we have had close to 80 volunteers and
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students walk through the doors to offer
a helping hand, with some staying for a
short period of time and others coming
in on a regular basis. We have introduced
the Remote Volunteer Program, where
vols can travel to Mt Liebig to engage
with our Aged Care team for a few weeks.
Volunteer projects have led to awesome
results such as murals, gardens and even
this very newsletter. But most importantly,
volunteers have built relationships with
the patients and their families through
story-telling, having a cuppa and being a
Malpa. So, this newsletter is for all of you,
who have generously donated your time,
to keep you involved in this special place
called the Purple House.

Palya
GEMMA DALBY

When Gemma asked about the Volunteer
project in Yuendumu I was thrilled
because I had not been out bush yet since
arriving in Alice Springs eight weeks prior.
I was even more enticed to join when
we were told that Sarita, Social Support
Coordinator at Purple House, grew up in
Nyirrpi with her parents, speaks fluent
Warlpiri and would be able to show us
around that week.
Karla, a fellow volunteer and I were
going to be extra hands to help set up
the garden and mural in the backyard
area of the purple house dialysis site in
Yuendumu. The plan was to spruce up the
garden for when the conference delegates
took the Bush Bus to Yuendumu to see the
remote dialysis clinic in action.
With no real insight into what the week
would bring, besides knowing that there
was a popular art centre there, we set off
on a drizzly, overcast Monday morning the
car full to the brim with small trees, paints,
luggage and miscellaneous supplies.
Arriving in Yuendumu a few hours later,
sweaty in the afternoon sun, we headed
straight to the town pool with Sarita & her
sons (open to any kids who had attended
school that day and were given a wrist
band for admission!)

There was landscaping, weeding, digging,
watering, painting, cleaning, designing
& planting. The plan with the mural
was that once the base layer was down,
children from the local school would
visit on Thursday and paint plants, bush
medicines, roo tails, fruit & veg (anything
related to kidney health!)

After a few days of hard
work out in the sun, it
was so satisfying to see
the joy on the kids faces
when they were given
the artistic freedom to
paint their ideas onto
the purple backdrop of
the mural.

The best way to
find yourself, is to
lose yourself in the
service of others
~ Mahalma Gandhi ~

local engagement with dialysis and the
importance of kids learning about healthy
kidneys. It was such a lovely way to bring
the week to a close, and a great reminder
of why dialysis support in these communities is so important.
With a quick clean up & some finishing
touches on Friday morning, we jumped in
the car and prepared to head back to Alice
Springs. It was curious how different the
gridded streets of Yuendumu looked as we
drove out compared to the day we arrived.
We’d only met a fraction of the local
residents over the past five days, yet only
then did it occur to me how much life and
how many remarkable stories this small
place held. I felt like it wouldn’t be long
until I was back in Yuendumu.

MEL TOWNSEND

We hosted a cook up and community
meeting on Thursday evening. It gave us
each the opportunity to take a step back,
enjoy the food and each others company
and relish in our hard work for the week.
There were productive chats between
community members about steps
forward with promoting renal health,

A leisurely and apt beginning to our
visit in town, this “no-fuss, no hurry”
theme continued throughout the week.
Accomodation had been organised for
us at the Warlukurlangu Artists site. It
was such a treat to stay there and have
the opportunity to spend time with local
artists, workers and art centre volunteers
in our down time.
With a little bit of daylight to spare, we
went for an early evening walk around
the airstrip, a popular walking route we
were told. Tuesday & Wednesday we spent
outside in the garden at the dialysis clinic.

The newly planted in front of the mural
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National

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

Wednesdays at the
Purple House

Volunteer Week!

This year we celebrated all Purple
House volunteers from the 20th – 24th
of May for National Volunteer Week!
Patients and staff came together to host
a delicious lunch for our volunteers to
show the organisation’s appreciation of
our volunteers. We would like to take this
time to again thank all volunteers - past,
present and future.

Local volunteer Paul shares his personal experience of coming
to Purple House each week.

Invaluable
lessons learnt
Antoniia Ross reflects on the
experiences and amazing people
she met at Purple House.

I had the immense privilege
of volunteering at the Purple
House over my last summer
break, in November 2018.
The Purple House initially
tweaked my interest because
of its unique healthcare model
and growing reputation as a
sustainable community-based
solution to an important
social and public health issue.
As a medical student, I was
interested in learning more
about the provision of culturally
appropriate healthcare services
by observing the Purple House’s
dialysis clinic and primary health
care centre. However, once I
arrived at the Purple House, it
became evident that my time
there would also be an incredible
opportunity to learn invaluable
lessons about people, culture,
connection and personal stories.

I’ve been trying to volunteer with the
Purple House every Wednesday since
January 2019 but have found
it impossible.
Everyone brings their own unique life
experiences to new roles, and people
come from diverse backgrounds with
varying values and beliefs to volunteer
here, so I’ll briefly explain mine - I grew
up in a housing commission house on
the outskirts of south western Sydney
where Gough and Margaret Whitlam
were Gods and Bob Hawke the Messiah.
Somewhere in the heady mix of Labor
party politics, Trade Union ideology and
a lack of money, my values and beliefs
evolved. Lower working class mantra’s
were drummed into us from a very early
age, and the one that remains most
prominent in my mind is ‘ a fair days pay
for a fair days work ‘.
Volunteering is about putting in a ‘ fair
days work for no pay’, but the Purple

House mantra is obviously ‘ a fair days
work for a bucket load of pay’, which
makes the notion of volunteering
impossible. They don’t pay in cash of
course, but in endless inspiration and
priceless moments, and it’s all tax free.
My name is Paul, and my experience
trying to volunteer for the Purple House
so far has been wonderful, rewarding,
and satisfying. I’ve unexpectedly found
myself inspired both spiritually and
philosophically, which has filtered
through to, and improved, all aspects of
my life.
If you’re contemplating volunteering
with the Purple House BE WARNED, it
is an illusion. A mirage in the Western
Desert that can never be reached. You
will think you are volunteering your time
and efforts to help the patients and their
families, but the reality is that they will
be volunteering their time and efforts to
help you.

From my experience,
a typical day trying to
volunteer at the Purple
House could involve –
making cuppas all day,
frying dozens of eggs
and cooking loaves of
toast, washing dishes,
cleaning the barbeque,
painting the fence,
and chatting with
amazing people.

In return you receive - knowledge and
wisdom gathered over 100,000 years,
enriching cross-cultural exchanges,
stories, laughs, lifelong friendships,
and as many cuppas as you can drink.
Without doing an extra minute of
overtime you get bonus lessons in
dignity, humility, and courage, all gift
wrapped in a delicious sense of humour.
There are too many big, flashy words
to describe my journey through the
Purple House to just pick one, so I won’t.
What I can say is, the Wednesday’s I
spend trying to volunteer are always my
favourite day of the week.

PAUL HENNESS

Highlights from National Volunteer Week

Paul Henness

I was lucky enough to partake in
a huge range of activities during
my volunteer stint, including
helping to make the Purple
House’s Christmas decorations,
having a yarn over endless cups
of tea, assisting with personal
care tasks, participating in
a local radio interview and
accompanying some of the
visitors on a women’s bush trip.
The Purple House attracts
incredible people, both visitors
and staff. It was a joy to be at
the Purple House each day and
I feel privileged to have had the
opportunity to meet and learn
from the Purple House’s diverse
community. I highly recommend
volunteering at the Purple House
and I hope to make it back there
for a visit soon!

ANTONIA ROSS

Paul Henness with Irene Nungala
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Volunteers planting trees in the Yuendumu garden
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FEATURE ARTICLE

SHARE A TALE
CONFERENCE
Shared knowledge and experiences.
From 9-11 April, the Purple
House ‘Share a Tale’ event
incorporated two days of
sessions held at the Alice
Springs Convention Centre and
an optional trip to the remote
community of Yuendumu to see
what dialysis out bush really
looks like.
In light of the new Medicare number
for dialysis in very remote areas,
Purple House planned ‘Share a
Tale’ as an opportunity to share our
knowledge and experiences with
communities and health services
interested in getting their families
home on dialysis. The event also
allowed service providers and
clinicians to learn about the Purple
House model of care and how we work
to look after people.

Purple House Directors and CEO Sarah
Brown in front of the Purple Truck

Session highlights over the 2 days included:
M Purple House Directors presenting on the unassuming
beginnings of the organisation and its growth to a
major provider of dialysis in Central Australia
M T he Malpa Way where our social support team
described their holistic way of working alongside
patients to address their needs and concerns.
M L aunching ‘Our work is for our people’, a report on
the work of the Patient Preceptors using their live
experience of life on dialysis to assist other patients
on their dialysis journey.

BUSH BALMS
Kaa Kai and Susan with family

PLUS information about the new Medicare item
number, the costs involved in providing dialysis
in remote areas, reflections from Purple House
dialysis nurses and using social media to share
good news stories! Contributions by the NPY
Women’s Council Ngangkari and Uti Kulintjaku
teams, and Purple House Bush Balms workshops
were also features
on the program.

As our social enterprise, a range
of products are also available to
the wider community.
Our BUSH BALMS team have
been working hard to make
10,000 small Arrethe soaps for
hotels and resorts in the local
and surrounding area. Volunteers
have been helping by individually
packaging these small soaps. An
awesome effort by all!

The daytrip to Yuendumu on 11 April allowed
attendees to see theory in practice! The visit
included time at the dialysis unit talking to our
nurses as well as opportunities to stop in at
Warlukurlangu Artists and the Yuendumu Men’s
museum. The community trip proved to be a
highlight for many of Share a Tale attendees.
Directors, staff and patients were all incredibly
proud of the success of Share a Tale and being
able to showcase the successes of Purple House
whilst sharing learnings and experiences with a
broad audience.

Conference attendees exploring Yuendumu
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Purple House BUSH BALMS
provides traditional healing
remedies for patients and their
families using wild harvested
medicinal plants from Western
Desert and Alice Springs regions.

Conferences attendees checking out the Yuendumu Dialysis Unit

Raewyn at the welcome event

www.bushbalm.com.au
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Photo of the Month
Students undertaking their
placements at Purple House.
(L to R) Bec and Carolyn are
medical students and Emma is
a pharmacist student.
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